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XX--ray burst talks in this workshopray burst talks in this workshop

•• Ed Brown (yesterday)Ed Brown (yesterday): crust thermodynamics and superburst ignition: crust thermodynamics and superburst ignition

•• Randall Cooper (10:00)Randall Cooper (10:00): burst oscillations: burst oscillations
•• Fang Peng (12:00)Fang Peng (12:00): pure hydrogen flashes: pure hydrogen flashes
•• Andrew Cumming (14:00)Andrew Cumming (14:00): bursts as a function of M: bursts as a function of M--dot, mHz QPOs dot, mHz QPOs 

and superbursts as a probe of the crustand superbursts as a probe of the crust
•• Sudip Bhattacharyya (15:00)Sudip Bhattacharyya (15:00): EOS constraint from X: EOS constraint from X--ray burstsray bursts

This talkThis talk

•• Phenomenological overview, particularly of rare and peculiar Phenomenological overview, particularly of rare and peculiar 
kinds of Xkinds of X--ray burstsray bursts
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OutlineOutline

•• IntroductionIntroduction
•• DatabasesDatabases of Xof X--ray burstsray bursts
•• ClassesClasses and characterics of Xand characterics of X--ray burstsray bursts
•• Rare burstsRare bursts: intermediate duration bursts & superbursts: intermediate duration bursts & superbursts
•• Peculiar burstsPeculiar bursts: odd profiles: odd profiles
•• Prospects of Prospects of futurefuture measurements: with current and future measurements: with current and future 

instrumentationinstrumentation
•• ConclusionsConclusions
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What are XWhat are X--ray bursts?ray bursts?

•• Ingredient: NS with a low B (<10Ingredient: NS with a low B (<1099 G), accreting from a lowG), accreting from a low--
mass companion star at rates of 10mass companion star at rates of 10--1111…10…10--88 Msun/yr (10Msun/yr (101515…10…101818

g/s or 10g/s or 1022…10…1055 g/s/cmg/s/cm22))
•• The donor can be mainThe donor can be main--sequence or a white dwarf. In the latter sequence or a white dwarf. In the latter 

case abundance will be far from solar. For instance, H may be case abundance will be far from solar. For instance, H may be 
depleted. With a WD the binary will be ultracompactdepleted. With a WD the binary will be ultracompact

•• After a few hours to days, a 10After a few hours to days, a 1077--88 g/cmg/cm22 layer will have built uplayer will have built up
•• Pressure (y*g) builds up to ignition condition for thermonuclearPressure (y*g) builds up to ignition condition for thermonuclear flashes flashes 

through CNO cycle (Hthrough CNO cycle (H--triggered), tripletriggered), triple--alpha reactions (Healpha reactions (He--triggered) triggered) 
or C burningor C burning

•• Layer heats up to ~10Layer heats up to ~1099 K within a few tenths of seconds and then K within a few tenths of seconds and then 
cools radiatively over tens of seconds to minutes through the cools radiatively over tens of seconds to minutes through the 
photosphere heating up to ~10photosphere heating up to ~1077 K K 

typetype--I XI X--ray burstray burst
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Dependencies of burst behaviorDependencies of burst behavior

•• Fuel composition: hydrogen, helium, CNOFuel composition: hydrogen, helium, CNO
•• Average mass accretion rate Average mass accretion rate crust temperature crust temperature layer layer 

thickness @ ignition & sedimentationthickness @ ignition & sedimentation
•• Magnetic field Magnetic field specific mass accretion rate, perpendicular specific mass accretion rate, perpendicular 

heat transport, spallationheat transport, spallation
•• NS mass & radius NS mass & radius pressure in flash layerpressure in flash layer
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Why are XWhy are X--ray bursts relevant?ray bursts relevant?

•• Most luminous emission (often overshining other radiation) Most luminous emission (often overshining other radiation) 
directly from the NS surface with a low magnetic field (<10directly from the NS surface with a low magnetic field (<1099 G)G)

•• Potential supplier of M, R, M/R constraints (through Potential supplier of M, R, M/R constraints (through 
gravitationally redshifted absorption features and burst gravitationally redshifted absorption features and burst 
oscillations)oscillations)

•• Fresh fuel and dredgeFresh fuel and dredge--up of ashes brings heavy elements into up of ashes brings heavy elements into 
photosphere photosphere larger probability for discrete spectral features larger probability for discrete spectral features 
to obtain M/Rto obtain M/R

•• Probe of heavier NSs than for instance found in radio pulsarsProbe of heavier NSs than for instance found in radio pulsars
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A little bit of history: the ‘first’ XA little bit of history: the ‘first’ X--ray burstray burst

•• Detected in 1969 with Vela Detected in 1969 with Vela 
5b (Belian et al. 1972)5b (Belian et al. 1972)

•• Published 4 years prior to Published 4 years prior to 
discovery papers!discovery papers!

•• Still the brightest XStill the brightest X--ray ray 
burst ever due to short burst ever due to short 
distance (1.2 kpc): 1.4 x distance (1.2 kpc): 1.4 x 
1010--66 erg serg s--11 cmcm--22. Bright . Bright 
enough to disturb earth’s enough to disturb earth’s 
ionosphereionosphere
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Databases of XDatabases of X--ray burstsray bursts

InstrumentInstrument OperationalOperational
timetime

Type of Type of 
observationsobservations

Number of Number of 
burstsbursts

Burster discoveriesBurster discoveries

VelaVela 19691969--19791979 ScanScan tens?tens? 22

ANSANS 19741974--19761976 PointedPointed fewfew 11

OSOOSO--88 19751975--19781978 Scan+pointedScan+pointed ?? 44

ASCAASCA 19931993--20012001 PointedPointed ~15~15 33

RXTE PCARXTE PCA 19961996-- PointedPointed >1035>1035 66

Swift XRT/BATSwift XRT/BAT 20042004-- Wide FOV (>10 keV)Wide FOV (>10 keV) ?? 11

TotalTotal 19691969-- ~7000~7000 85*85*

RXTE ASMRXTE ASM 19961996-- Wide FOVWide FOV ~1000~1000 00

Ariel VAriel V 19741974--19801980 Scan+pointedScan+pointed ?? 00

INTEGRAL IBISINTEGRAL IBIS 20022002-- Wide FOV (>10 keV)Wide FOV (>10 keV) ~100~100 11

INTEGRAL JEMXINTEGRAL JEMX 20022002-- Wide FOVWide FOV ~800~800 22

SASSAS--33 19751975--19791979 Scan+pointedScan+pointed 100s100s 1212

HackuchoHackucho 19791979--19851985 ScanScan ~100?~100? 44

EXOSATEXOSAT 19831983--19861986 PointedPointed ~150~150 55

Mir/COMISMir/COMIS--TTMTTM 19871987--19991999 Wide FOVWide FOV ~50~50 22

Granat ARTGranat ART--PP 19901990--19921992 Wide FOVWide FOV ~30~30 11

BeppoSAX WFCBeppoSAX WFC 19961996--20022002 Wide FOVWide FOV 22132213 2323

HETE IIHETE II 20002000--20072007 Wide FOVWide FOV ~~12001200 11

*not all 85 discoveries in this table*not all 85 discoveries in this tableWhite: past missions;White: past missions; red: current missionsred: current missions
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Galactic XGalactic X--ray burster population: 85 membersray burster population: 85 members
(2 more in Andromeda [Pietsch et al. 2005])(2 more in Andromeda [Pietsch et al. 2005])

http://www.sron.nl/~jeanz/bursterlist.html

http://www.sron.nl/~jeanz/bursterlist.html
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Galactic mapGalactic map of Xof X--ray ray burstersbursters

Galloway et al. 2006Nearest: ~1.2 kpc (Cen X-4; Chevalier et al. 1989)
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Burst profilesBurst profiles

Den Hartog et al. 2003

in ‘t Zand et al. 2004
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Burst rate vs accretion rateBurst rate vs accretion rate

Cornelisse et al. 2003
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Spectra Spectra pure black bodypure black body

Strohmayer & Brown 2002

Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006
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PhotosphericPhotospheric radius expansion (PRE)radius expansion (PRE)

Molkov et al. 2001; Galloway et al. 2006

•• Flux can become superFlux can become super--
Eddington if there is a lot of Eddington if there is a lot of 
helium involvedhelium involved

•• Photosphere expands, often up Photosphere expands, often up 
to several tens of km, to several tens of km, 
sometimes up to 1000s of kmsometimes up to 1000s of km

•• 1% of accreted matter may be 1% of accreted matter may be 
lost (energy argument), rest lost (energy argument), rest 
returns to NS surfacereturns to NS surface
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Further characteristics of bursts and burstersFurther characteristics of bursts and bursters

•• Peak flux ranging up to ~2 x 10Peak flux ranging up to ~2 x 10--77 erg serg s--11 cmcm--22. Record holder: . Record holder: 
~10~10--66 erg serg s--11 cmcm--2 2 (Cen X(Cen X--4)4)

•• Most prolific bursters: GX 354Most prolific bursters: GX 354--0 (=4U 17280 (=4U 1728--34), EXO 074834), EXO 0748--
676, GS 1826676, GS 1826--24 with average burst recurrence times of a few 24 with average burst recurrence times of a few 
hourshours

•• About 15 bursters were seen to burst only once. This includes About 15 bursters were seen to burst only once. This includes 
transients, lowtransients, low--L (e.g., RXS J1708 and 1718) and highL (e.g., RXS J1708 and 1718) and high--L L 
systems (e.g., GX 13+1, Cir Xsystems (e.g., GX 13+1, Cir X--1) 1) more burster discoveries more burster discoveries 
from persistent sources likelyfrom persistent sources likely

•• Half of the bursters (40) are persistent accretors for at least Half of the bursters (40) are persistent accretors for at least 5 5 
yearsyears

•• 10 bursters exhibit superbursts10 bursters exhibit superbursts
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ClassificationClassification of Xof X--ray ray bursts (depends on Mbursts (depends on M--dot and dot and 
composition accreted material)composition accreted material)

TypeType FuelFuel DurationDuration Peak Peak 
luminosityluminosity

Duration Duration 
PREPRE

Recurrence Recurrence 
timetime

Number Number 
per yr in per yr in 
GalaxyGalaxy

Short & Short & 
frequentfrequent

HeliumHelium

Hydrogen Hydrogen 
+ helium+ helium

Helium Helium 

10 s10 s EddingtonEddington 11 s s 

ThinnedThinned
Carbon Carbon 
mixturemixture

Pure Pure 
Carbon Carbon 
mixturemixture

Longer & Longer & 
frequentfrequent

101022 ss <<EddingtonEddington --

4000400011--4 hrs4 hrs

Few hrsFew hrs

Many daysMany daysIntermediately Intermediately 
longlong

101033 ss EddingtonEddington 101022 ss

~1 year~1 year

80008000

100100

2020SuperburstsSuperbursts
with Hwith H--rich  rich  
donorsdonors

Decades?Decades? 0.10.1

101044 ss <<EddingtonEddington --

SuperburstsSuperbursts
with hydrogenwith hydrogen--
poor donorspoor donors

101044 ss EddingtonEddington 101033 ss
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Bursts from ultracompact XBursts from ultracompact X--ray binariesray binaries

•• UCXBs consist of a NS or BH UCXBs consist of a NS or BH 
accretor in an ultracompact accretor in an ultracompact 
binarybinary (P<80 min) that can only (P<80 min) that can only 
harbor a hydrogenharbor a hydrogen--stripped stripped 
donor stardonor star

•• Donor star can be heliumDonor star can be helium--richrich
•• Many UCXBs burst Many UCXBs burst helium helium 

must be presentmust be present
•• Due to Due to ‘‘absenceabsence’’ of hydrogen:of hydrogen:

•• flash layer is purely heated flash layer is purely heated 
by pycnonuclear reactions in by pycnonuclear reactions in 
crust crust UCXBs provide  UCXBs provide  
diagnostics of crustdiagnostics of crust

•• No rapid proton captures No rapid proton captures 
composition raining down on composition raining down on 
the crust is differentthe crust is different

+SWIFT J1756.9+SWIFT J1756.9--2508 (Markwardt et al. 2007) 2508 (Markwardt et al. 2007) 
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UCXB bursts can be very long..UCXB bursts can be very long..

•• Bursts are sometimes much longer than ordinary bursts (although Bursts are sometimes much longer than ordinary bursts (although no no 
superbursts) superbursts) ‘‘intermediate duration burstsintermediate duration bursts’’

•• AllAll bursts start with bursts start with (strong) photospheric(strong) photospheric radius radius expansion expansion thick fuel layerthick fuel layer
•• Intermediate durationIntermediate duration bursts are very bursts are very rare, for instance not seen yet with RXTE rare, for instance not seen yet with RXTE 

PCA or other highPCA or other high--throughput instrumentthroughput instrument
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All long bursts are superAll long bursts are super--EddingtonEddington

M15 X-2 (Van Paradijs et al. 1990)
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In search of more UCXBsIn search of more UCXBs

XX--ray bursts exhibit photospheric radius expansion ray bursts exhibit photospheric radius expansion 
measure the Eddington flux Fmeasure the Eddington flux FEE

Determine average persistent flux FDetermine average persistent flux Fpp

Take as MTake as M--dot measure R=Fdot measure R=Fpp/F/FEE

Theory of accretion disk thermal instabilities predicts a Theory of accretion disk thermal instabilities predicts a 
critical mass accretion rate Mcritical mass accretion rate M--dotdot--crit below which sources crit below which sources 
become transients   Mbecome transients   M--dotdot--crit (:) Mcrit (:) M11

0.70.7 MM22
--0.40.4 PP1.4 1.4 (van (van 

Paradijs 1996; Dubus et al. 1999; Lasota 2001)Paradijs 1996; Dubus et al. 1999; Lasota 2001)
UCXB have at least 5UCXB have at least 5--10 times shorter P 10 times shorter P UCXBs may stay UCXBs may stay 
persistent down to lower luminosities than ordinary LMXBs persistent down to lower luminosities than ordinary LMXBs 
if L<10if L<103636 erg/s (or R < 0.01) and nature is persistent erg/s (or R < 0.01) and nature is persistent 
UCXB candidateUCXB candidate
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+ AX J1754.2+ AX J1754.2--2754 (Chelovekov et al. 2007)2754 (Chelovekov et al. 2007) In ‘t Zand, Jonker & Markwardt 2007
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•• Seven new UCXBs (June ’07), for a total of 25. Seven new UCXBs (June ’07), for a total of 25. 
•• Confirmations are being sought through optical measurements Confirmations are being sought through optical measurements 

if feasible (i.e., if if feasible (i.e., if NNHH is low enough)is low enough)
•• 6/7 show intermediate duration bursts (SAX J1712 not yet)6/7 show intermediate duration bursts (SAX J1712 not yet)
•• There are now 17 bursting UCXBs, 9 exhibited at least 1 There are now 17 bursting UCXBs, 9 exhibited at least 1 

intermediate Xintermediate X--ray burst. Others possibly not because Mray burst. Others possibly not because M--dot dot 
too high.too high.

ResultsResults

Long bursts with PRE Long bursts with PRE << UCXB?UCXB?

•• No, not directly (No, not directly (PengPeng, Brown & , Brown & TruranTruran 2006):2006): the thick helium the thick helium 
layer layer maymay have been built up during many have been built up during many weak pureweak pure hydrogen hydrogen 
bursts, in wide bursts, in wide HH--rich systemsrich systems with low with low MM--dots if those exist dots if those exist 
(are probably transient)(are probably transient)
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Interesting prediction: in superInteresting prediction: in super--Eddington cases we get a lot Eddington cases we get a lot 
of heavy elements up in the photosphere of heavy elements up in the photosphere absorption absorption 
features (ie, edges) features (ie, edges) go after UCXB bursts for EOS go after UCXB bursts for EOS 
constraints!constraints!

Weinberg, Bildsten & Schatz 2006
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Superburst Superburst -- discoverydiscovery

Cornelisse et al. 2000 Strohmayer & Brown 2002
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Superburst explanationSuperburst explanation
(Cumming & Bildsten 2001; Strohmayer & Brown 2002)(Cumming & Bildsten 2001; Strohmayer & Brown 2002)

•• Long Long thick (~100 m) layerthick (~100 m) layer
•• Fuel carbonFuel carbon
•• Unstable only if MUnstable only if M--dot>0.1 Eddingtondot>0.1 Eddington
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Superburst Superburst –– time profilestime profiles

Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006
in ‘t Zand, Cornelisse & Cumming 2004
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Superburst Superburst -- precursorsprecursors
Strohmayer & Bildsten 2006

In ‘t Zand, Cornelisse & Cumming 2004
Kuulkers et al. 2002

In ‘t Zand et al. 2003
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Superburst Superburst -- precursorsprecursors

Weinberg & Bildsten 2007
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Superburst Superburst –– normal burst quenchingnormal burst quenching

In ‘t Zand et al. 2003
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Superburst Superburst –– recurrence & populationrecurrence & population

ObjectObject Instr.Instr. PPorborb

(min(min
))

##
SS
BB

AccretionAccretion
levellevel
((fractionfraction of of 
EddingtonEddington))

DurDur..
((hrhr))

PeakPeak
lumlum. . 
(10(103838

erg/s)erg/s)

ReferenceReference
SB SB discoverydiscovery

4U 0614+0914U 0614+091 ASM ‘05ASM ‘05

WFC ’99WFC ’99

ASM ’05ASM ’05

ASM ’96/98/01ASM ’96/98/01

WFC ’97WFC ’97

WFC ’96WFC ’96

ASM ’99ASM ’99

WFC ’96WFC ’96--0101

PCA ’99

11 0.010.01 >1.5>1.5

WFC ’97WFC ’97

KuulkersKuulkers 20052005

4U 12544U 1254--6969

>0.1>0.150?50?

236236

773?773?

228228

279279

11 0.130.13 1414

10d?10d?

in ‘t Zand et al. 2003in ‘t Zand et al. 2003

4U 16084U 1608--522522 11 0.030.03 ((trans.trans.)) ~15~15

1111

0.40.4

0.50.5

1.31.3

1.41.4

4U 17354U 1735--444444 11 0.250.25 77 1.51.5 CornelisseCornelisse et al. 2000et al. 2000

0.80.8

1.81.8

RemillardRemillard & & MorganMorgan 20052005

4U 16364U 1636--536536 33 0.10.1 66 StrohmayerStrohmayer & & BrownBrown 20022002

KS 1731KS 1731--260260 11 0.1 0.1 (trans.)(trans.) 1212 KuulkersKuulkers et al. 2002et al. 2002

GX 3+1GX 3+1 11 0.20.2 >3.3>3.3 KuulkersKuulkers 20022002

GX 17+2GX 17+2 44 0.80.8 22 in ‘t Zand et al. 2004in ‘t Zand et al. 2004

4U 18204U 1820--303303 3.43.4

1.61.6

11 0.10.1 >2.5>2.5 StrohmayerStrohmayer & & MarkwardtMarkwardt 20022002

SerSer XX--11 11 0.20.2 44 CornelisseCornelisse et al. 2002et al. 2002

•• 15 superbursts from 10 superbursters15 superbursts from 10 superbursters

•• All superbursters are normal bursters as well, except for weeks All superbursters are normal bursters as well, except for weeks to months to months 
after superburst (~10% of total burster population; ~25% of likeafter superburst (~10% of total burster population; ~25% of likely ly 
superbursters)superbursters)

•• 2 recurrent superbursters (few months & few years recurrence tim2 recurrent superbursters (few months & few years recurrence time)e)
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SuperburstSuperburst recurrence timesrecurrence times

•• 88 superbursterssuperbursters are also ordinary typeare also ordinary type--I XI X--ray ray burstersbursters with with 
accretion rates in excess of 10% of accretion rates in excess of 10% of EddingtonEddington

•• Assume that all other such ordinary Assume that all other such ordinary burstersbursters are potential are potential 
superbursterssuperbursters with similar recurrence timeswith similar recurrence times

Average recurrence time 0.7 to 4 yr (70% confidence)Average recurrence time 0.7 to 4 yr (70% confidence)
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SuperburstersSuperbursters versus versus nonnon--superbursterssuperbursters

ObjectObject AlphaAlpha Average Average decaydecay time time 
(s)(s)

SerSer XX--11 58005800 5.75.7

4U 12544U 1254--690690 48004800 6.06.0

4U 17354U 1735--444444 44004400 3.23.2

4U 18204U 1820--303303 22002200 4.54.5

GX 3+1GX 3+1 21002100 4.64.6

KS 1731KS 1731--260260 780780 5.65.6

4U 16364U 1636--536536 440440 6.26.2

4U 17054U 1705--4444 16001600 8.78.7

EXO 0748EXO 0748--676676 140140 12.612.6

A 1742A 1742--294294 130130 16.816.8

4U 17024U 1702--429429 5858 7.77.7

GS 1826GS 1826--2424 3232 30.830.8

in ‘t Zand et al. 2003

only superbursts in cases for which there appears to be
stable helium burning (high alpha)
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Surprise 1: superburst from the classical transientSurprise 1: superburst from the classical transient
4U 16084U 1608--522  (Remillard & Morgan 2005; Keek et al., in 522  (Remillard & Morgan 2005; Keek et al., in 
prep)prep)

•• All 9 other superbursters are continuously All 9 other superbursters are continuously 
accreting, not 1608accreting, not 1608

•• Average accretion rate 3% of Eddington Average accretion rate 3% of Eddington 
and time when >10% is shortand time when >10% is short

•• Implied recurrence time is ~20 yrsImplied recurrence time is ~20 yrs
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Surprise 2: superburst from the low MSurprise 2: superburst from the low M--dot system 4U dot system 4U 
0614+091 (Kuulkers 2005 & in prep.)0614+091 (Kuulkers 2005 & in prep.)
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Interesting application: longInteresting application: long--duration burst oscillationduration burst oscillation

•• Potential for detection of weaker Potential for detection of weaker 
oscillationsoscillations

•• Potential for measuring orbitPotential for measuring orbit

Strohmayer & Markwardt 2002
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Peculiar burst time profiles..Peculiar burst time profiles..
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long burst from XB 1905+000 with diplong burst from XB 1905+000 with dip
(Chevalier & Ilovaisky 1990)(Chevalier & Ilovaisky 1990)
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Dips and oscillation in burst from 2S 0918Dips and oscillation in burst from 2S 0918--549549
(in ‘t Zand 2005)(in ‘t Zand 2005)
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Delayed PRE in GRS 1747Delayed PRE in GRS 1747--312312
(in ‘t Zand et al. 2003)(in ‘t Zand et al. 2003)
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Very long PRE (10 min) and oscillations in SLX 1735Very long PRE (10 min) and oscillations in SLX 1735--269 269 
(Molkov et al. 2005)(Molkov et al. 2005)
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Weak burst with long tail from M28Weak burst with long tail from M28
(Gotthelf & Kulkarni 1997)(Gotthelf & Kulkarni 1997)
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Long tail in GX 3+1Long tail in GX 3+1
(Chenevez et al. 2006)(Chenevez et al. 2006)
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Multiple peaks in 4U 1636Multiple peaks in 4U 1636--536 536 
(Bhattacharyya & Strohmayer 2006; Watts & Maurer 2007)(Bhattacharyya & Strohmayer 2006; Watts & Maurer 2007)
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Double burst from Aql XDouble burst from Aql X--11
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Triple bursts in EXO 0748Triple bursts in EXO 0748--676 (Boirin et al. 2007)676 (Boirin et al. 2007)

•• 150 hours over 7 150 hours over 7 
observationsobservations

•• 76 bursts, 15 in 5 76 bursts, 15 in 5 
triples, 28 in triples, 28 in 
doublesdoubles
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Future observations with current experimentsFuture observations with current experiments

•• HighHigh--resolution spectroscopyresolution spectroscopy with XMMwith XMM--Newton and Chandra for Newton and Chandra for 
z measurements z measurements of PRE bursts from UCXBsof PRE bursts from UCXBs, using triggers from , using triggers from 
RXTE, INTEGRAL and SwiftRXTE, INTEGRAL and Swift

•• MediumMedium--resolution (CCD) spectroscopyresolution (CCD) spectroscopy with Swift with Swift of PRE burstsof PRE bursts
through automatic slewing to bursts from certain UCXBsthrough automatic slewing to bursts from certain UCXBs

•• HighHigh--resolution spectroscopyresolution spectroscopy with XMMwith XMM--NewtonNewton and and highhigh--
resolution timingresolution timing with RXTE with RXTE of superburstsof superbursts through TOO through TOO 
programs using triggers from programs using triggers from RXTE, INTEGRAL and SwiftRXTE, INTEGRAL and Swift

•• WideWide--field monitoring for rare Xfield monitoring for rare X--ray burstsray bursts from unexpected from unexpected 
sources ith INTEGRAL, Swift and AGILEsources ith INTEGRAL, Swift and AGILE

•• Comprehensive observations on the brightest bursterComprehensive observations on the brightest burster Cen XCen X--4 4 
when it goes in outburst again (100 times as bright as EXO burstwhen it goes in outburst again (100 times as bright as EXO bursts)s)

•• Archival studiesArchival studies on HETE and ASM dataon HETE and ASM data
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Future relevant observatoriesFuture relevant observatories
InstrumentInstrument FOV (sr)/FOV (sr)/

Resolution Resolution 
EE--range (keV) / range (keV) / 
Resolution (R)Resolution (R)

SensitivitySensitivity
in 1 s (10in 1 s (10--88 cgs)cgs)

Type of measurmentType of measurment WhenWhen

AGILEAGILE--
Super Agile (Italy)Super Agile (Italy)

2.3 /2.3 /
6’6’

1010--40 /40 /
55

11--22 MonitoringMonitoring

MonitoringMonitoring

MonitoringMonitoring

SRGSRG
Lobster WFT (UK)Lobster WFT (UK)

1.31.3 0.30.3--3.5 / 3.5 / 
11

0.50.5 MonitoringMonitoring 20122012

SimbolSimbol--X /FF X /FF 
(France+Italy)(France+Italy)

smallsmall 11--80 /80 /
5050

0.020.02 WideWide--band spectroscopyband spectroscopy 20132013

MIRAX /MIRAX /
WFC (Bra+USA+NL)WFC (Bra+USA+NL)

0.08 /0.08 /
5’5’

22--30 /30 /
55

0.50.5 MonitoringMonitoring ??

HR spectroscopyHR spectroscopy

NASANASA
BHPF (EXIST)BHPF (EXIST)

2.72.7 33--30 /30 /
55

0.20.2 MonitoringMonitoring ??

XEUS /FF (ESA)XEUS /FF (ESA) smallsmall 0.10.1--10 /10 /
10001000

0.0010.001 HR spectrocopy and HR spectrocopy and 
timingtiming

??

HR spectroscopyHR spectroscopy

20072007--

AstrosatAstrosat--
CZTI (India)CZTI (India)

0.1 /0.1 /
8’8’

1010--100 /100 /
55

(1000 cm(1000 cm22)) 20082008

ISS/JEMISS/JEM--
MAXI (Japan)MAXI (Japan)

1010 0.50.5--30 /30 /
55

0.0300.030 20092009

ECLAIRS+HXMTECLAIRS+HXMT ChinaChina ??

EDGE /EDGE /
WFS+WFI (ESA)WFS+WFI (ESA)

2.52.5 0.10.1--2.5 /2.5 /
10001000

0.50.5 ??

ConCon--X /FF (NASA)X /FF (NASA) smallsmall ??
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WFmonitor (1st unit)

WFmonitor (2nd unit)
(not visible)

WFImager

GRB detector (1st unit)

WFS cryostat
Solar panels

GRB detector (2nd unit)
(not visible)

Electronic boxes

Radiator panel
(rest at the back)

Baffles (WFI + WFM)

Star tracker

•• EDGEEDGE
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Tomography of the Universe with GRBs: the X-
ray forest from the Cosmic Web
TomographyTomography of the of the UniverseUniverse withwith GRBsGRBs: the : the XX--
rayray forestforest fromfrom the the CosmicCosmic WebWeb

From 150 GRBs
with afterglow
Fluence>2 10-6 cgs

~100s OVII-OVIII 
filaments in 3 years
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Simulation, nice caseSimulation, nice case

Burst from SLX 1737Burst from SLX 1737--282282
•• Burst with peak flux of Burst with peak flux of 2 Crab2 Crab
•• EE--folding decay time folding decay time 682 s682 s
•• NNHH=2 x 10=2 x 102222 cmcm--22

•• Redshifted edge at 2.03 keV Redshifted edge at 2.03 keV 
(EW 150 eV)(EW 150 eV)

•• Redshifted edge at 2.65 keV Redshifted edge at 2.65 keV 
(EW 400 eV)(EW 400 eV)

•• Slew response time 60 s, kT ~ Slew response time 60 s, kT ~ 
2.5 keV2.5 keV

•• Fluence caught: Fluence caught: 90%90%
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Simulation, before and after fit of S edgeSimulation, before and after fit of S edge
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Example measurements with EDGEExample measurements with EDGE
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• UCXB PRE bursts and superbursts seem big and unexplored UCXB PRE bursts and superbursts seem big and unexplored 
opportunities for obtaining EOS constraints from highopportunities for obtaining EOS constraints from high--resolution resolution 
spectroscopyspectroscopy

•• Many details of XMany details of X--ray bursts are not understoodray bursts are not understood
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